Introduction
============

Pancreatic adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is a leading cause of cancer-related mortality in Western countries; most patients with PDAC are diagnosed with advanced disease and survive \<12 months after diagnosis ([@b1-ijo-55-06-1249],[@b2-ijo-55-06-1249]). Although surgery, neoadjuvant chemotherapy, radiation therapy and other treatments have been employed over previous decades, the overall survival rate of patients with PDAC has not improved markedly ([@b3-ijo-55-06-1249]). Thus, patients with PDAC have a poor prognosis and high rates of mortality. Therefore, precision treatment of PDAC is important in increasing the survival rate and improving therapeutic options for different stages of PDAC.

Metabolomics has emerged as a field that elucidates pathological mechanisms ([@b4-ijo-55-06-1249]), improves disease diagnosis ([@b5-ijo-55-06-1249]), screens biomarkers ([@b6-ijo-55-06-1249],[@b7-ijo-55-06-1249]) and provides improved assessments of the rationality of drugs ([@b8-ijo-55-06-1249]). Additionally, metabolomics is downstream of other \'omics\', such as genomics, transcriptomics and proteomics, and analyzes biosynthetic and catabolic pathways involving multiple compounds, such as the cellular, tissue, biofluid and other physiological environments. Metabolomics can identify potential interactions between genes, enzymes, metabolic reactions or metabolic compounds; for example, glutamine metabolism can support pancreatic cancer growth via a *KRAS*-driven pathway ([@b9-ijo-55-06-1249],[@b10-ijo-55-06-1249]). Therefore, metabolomics represents a powerful tool to profile tumors and identify precision treatment strategies ([@b11-ijo-55-06-1249],[@b12-ijo-55-06-1249]).

PDAC tumors, like numerous tumors, exhibit altered metabolism in order to meet the needs of unconstrained proliferation ([@b13-ijo-55-06-1249]). Abnormal energy utilization in cancer was first recognized by Warburg ([@b14-ijo-55-06-1249]), who noted that cancer cells primarily rely on glycolysis followed by lactic acid fermentation for ATP production, despite the availability of oxygen. This process is commonly referred to as \'aerobic glycolysis\' ([@b15-ijo-55-06-1249]). In addition, other metabolic pathways, such as lipid or fatty acid metabolism, and amino acid metabolism, are found to be defective in PDAC ([@b16-ijo-55-06-1249]). Hence, metabolon studies are important for PDAC research. The comparison of metabolic profiles between various types of pancreatic cancer may allow clinicians to detect an altered pancreatic profile at early stages, enabling early diagnosis of pancreatic cancer. Therefore, it is critical to identify PDAC biomarkers for further studies. Certain metabolites, such as leucine, isoleucine, valine, lactate, alanine, phosphocholine, glycerophosphocho-line, taurine, betaine, taurine, creatine and glutamate, were reported to be potential biomarkers of PDAC in tissues ([@b17-ijo-55-06-1249],[@b18-ijo-55-06-1249]). Furthermore, metabolic studies have revealed the pathogenesis of PDAC, allowing researchers to look for potential targets for drug therapy. For example, PDAC relies on increased utilization of glutamine to fuel anabolic processes ([@b16-ijo-55-06-1249]). Drawing on the aforementioned knowledge, researchers have identified a non-canonical pathway of glutamine metabolism involving a *KRAS*-driven pathway, which is required for tumor growth ([@b4-ijo-55-06-1249]).

However, the lack of well-annotated biological materials with long-term storage capability is a bottleneck in human tissue metabolomics research. At present, formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) materials are widely utilized in metabolomics and other \'omics\' research ([@b19-ijo-55-06-1249]). Due to the widespread availability and long-term stability of FFPE materials, accurately profiling the metabolite content of these tumor samples could assist in identifying biomarkers for clinical diagnosis.

There are three powerful analytical techniques applied for the assay and quantification of metabolites; liquid chromatography (LC) coupled with mass spectrometry (MS), gas chromatography coupled with MS and nuclear magnetic resonance ([@b20-ijo-55-06-1249]). In addition, Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance MS coupled to matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization has also been utilized for metabolic analysis ([@b19-ijo-55-06-1249]). Using this platform, the overlap of m/z species detected in FFPE samples was 72% compared with fresh frozen samples.

While there is literature on metabolomic profiling using FFPE materials in studies of sarcomas and prostate cancer, few publications have demonstrated the effect of metabolomic profiling from PDAC FFPE tissue samples ([@b21-ijo-55-06-1249],[@b22-ijo-55-06-1249]). In the present study, optical cutting temperature (OCT)-embedded and FFPE human pancreatic cancer tissue samples were compared using ultra-performance (UP)LC-MS/MS-based metabolomics to explore the metabolites preserved in FFPE. Physical and chemical properties of the metabolites were also investigated. This study examined the method\'s feasibility through reproducibility and a consistency assessment. In addition, differential metabolites and pathways were explored to examine whether tissues were malignant or non-malignant.

Materials and methods
=====================

Human pancreatic tissue
-----------------------

A total of 13 patients with PDAC were selected in between July and September 2018 (age range, 41-71 years; mean age 60.0±7.3 years; gender, 7 male and 6 female). Demographic profiles of all patients are presented in [Table I](#tI-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="table"}. Both tumor and normal OCT-embedded and FFPE tissues were extracted and processed from each patient at Chinese PLA General Hospital (Beijing, China). Samples were obtained during surgical resection. An OCT compound medium (Sakura Finetek USA, Inc.) containing 10.24% w/w polyvinyl alcohol, 4.26% w/w polyethylene glycol and 85.50% w/w of a nonreactive ingredient was used to create the blocks ([@b23-ijo-55-06-1249]). The sample collection protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Chinese PLA General Hospital (permit no. S2018-041-01), and all subjects provided informed consent for inclusion in the study. The OCT-embedded and FFPE tissue sections were collected by the Department of Pathology at Chinese PLA General Hospital according to protocols as described previously ([@b24-ijo-55-06-1249]). Tissue blocks were sectioned at 20 *µ*m and stained with hematoxylin and eosin to delineate tumor and healthy areas in each block. In brief, the normal tissue specimen was taken from areas directly adjacent to the tumor areas. The FFPE tissue blocks were stained with hematoxylin for 10 min at room temperature and eosin for 30 sec at room temperature. After that each slide was dehydrated in ethanol (70-100%) for 12 min and 100% xylene for 3 min at room temperature, and was covered with a coverslip and mounting neutral balsam medium (Beijing Solarbio Science & Technology Co., Ltd.). Each tissue block was observed under an optical microscope (magnification, ×100 and ×400) and images of at least ten fields of view were captured.

Extraction of metabolites
-------------------------

Methanol (80%; 1 ml) was added directly to each OCT-embedded and FFPE tissue section and mixed thoroughly. Both types of tissue sample were then incubated at 70°C for 45 min. All samples were placed on ice for 30 min and centrifuged for 15 min at 14,000 × g at 4°C, and the supernatant was transferred into a new 1.5-m microcentrifuge tube. Centrifugation was repeated once under the same conditions. Finally, each supernatant was collected into a new microcentrifuge tube and stored at −80°C.

Untargeted metabolite profiling
-------------------------------

The metabolite profiling of both FFPE and OCT tissue samples were determined following protocols as previously reported ([@b25-ijo-55-06-1249]). All methods involved utilized a Waters^®^ ACQUITY I-CLASS UPLC (Waters Corporation) and AB SCIEX QTRAP 5500 high resolution/accurate mass spectrometer (SCIEX), which consisted of a heated electrospray ionization source and Orbitrap mass analyzer at 35,000 mass resolution. The temperature of column was to 30°C, the flow rate was 300 *µ*l/min and the sample injection volume was 2 *µ*l. A series of internal standards at fixed concentrations was added to reconstituted sample solutions to ensure injection and chromatographic consistency. The resulting sample solution was divided into three parts: First, one aliquot was assessed using acidic positive ion-optimized conditions for hydrophilic compounds. The aliquot was gradient eluted from a C18 column (Waters ACQUITY UPLC^®^ BEH C18-2.1×50 mm; 1.7 *µ*m) using chormatographic grade methanol (purity \>99.99%) and acetonitrile (purity \>99.99%) as well as water phase containing 0.05% perfluoropentanoic acid and 0.05% formic acid. The gradient program was: 8% methanol, 4% acetonitrile and 88% water phase for 3 min, increased to 12% methanol, 6% acetonitrile and 82% water phase over 1 min and hold for 4 min. Then increased to 30% methanol, 15% acetonitrile and 55% water phase over 2 min and hold for 4 min, followed by increase to 50% methanol, 25% acetonitrile and 25% water phase over 3 min and hold for 5 min, and back to 8% methanol, 4% acetonitrile and 88% water phase over 1 min and hold for 3 min to re-equilibrate the column. Second, the second aliquot was analyzed using basic negative ion-optimized conditions using a separate dedicated C18 column. For each analysis, the sample was eluted from a gradient column using methanol and water containing 5 mM ammonium bicarbonate at pH 8. The gradient program was: 90% methanol for 1.5 min, decreased to 75% methanol over 1 min and hold for 3 min, decreased to 35% methanol over 3 min and hold for 3 min, then decreased to 10% methanol over 1.5 min and hold for 3 min, and back to 90% methanol over 1 min and hold for 5 min to re-equilibrate the column. Finally, the third aliquot was determined through negative ionization and gradient eluted from a hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatographic column (Waters ACQUITY UPLC^®^ BEH Amide-2.1×50 mm; 1.7 *µ*m) using acetonitrile and water with 8 mM ammonium formate at pH 10. The gradient program was: 85% methanol for 3 min, decreased to 40% methanol over 4.5 min and hold for 2 min, then decreased to 15% methanol over 3 min and hold for 5 min, and back to 85% methanol over 1 min and hold for 5 min to re-equilibrate. Nitrogen was used as the dry gas and the flow rate was 8 l/min, sheath gas temperature was 400°C and the desolvation gas temperature was 350°C; the nebulizer pressure was 15 psi. The mass spectrum of each sample was scanned between 70-1,000 m/z using dynamic exclusion according to methods. Raw data files were archived and extracted as described below.

Metabolite identification
-------------------------

MS raw data were pre-processed by MultiQuant 2.0 (SCIEX) as previously described ([@b26-ijo-55-06-1249]). Compounds were identified in comparison to library entries of purified standards or recurrent unknown entities. Furthermore, biochemical properties of compounds were identified as follows: Retention time within a narrow retention time/index window of the proposed identified compound, and accurate sample MS data ±10 ppm match to the library and the MS/MS scores between the experimental mass spectra and authentic standards. The MS/MS forward and reverse scores were based on a comparison of the ions present in the experimental data to the ions\' spectra present in the library. While similarities may be found among these molecules based on one of above factors, all those data points above can be utilized to distinguish different compounds. All identified metabolites were divided into eight super-classes (nucleotide, cofactors and vitamins, xenobiotics, amino acid, lipid, carbohydrate, energy and peptide) and consequently several sub-classes based on previous reports ([@b27-ijo-55-06-1249]).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Detailed information regarding the categorization of metabolites detectable in FFPE and OCT-embedded samples (super-class and subclass), substituents (an atom or group of atoms taking the place of another atom group or occupying a specific position in a molecule) and chemical/physical properties can be obtained from the Human Metabolome Database (HMDB; <http://www.hmdb.ca/>) ([@b28-ijo-55-06-1249],[@b29-ijo-55-06-1249]), Small Molecule Pathway Database (<http://www.smpdb.ca>), and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG; <http://www.genome.jp/kegg>).

The identified metabolite data were pre-processed prior to conducting further analysis. The raw peak intensity table was inputted into MetaboAnalyst 4.0 (<http://www.metaboanalyst.ca>), an online platform intended for metabolomic analysis ([@b30-ijo-55-06-1249],[@b31-ijo-55-06-1249]). For multivariant analysis, the cutoff was set at 77% to ensure compounds that may be detected exclusively in one class were not excluded (FFPE or OCT-embedded). Otherwise, the missing values were input as half of the minimum positive value in the original data. Next, data filtering was performed; variables were removed if their relative standard deviation was \>25%. For completeness sake, normalization was also conducted based on the median followed by log~2~ transformation and mean centering (mean-centered only). The resultant data were used for further analysis.

R software (version 3.5.1) was used for all statistical analyses ([@b32-ijo-55-06-1249]). The Fisher exact test was used to evaluate the differences in a number of metabolites belonging to a specific category detected or non-detected in FFPE samples. Pearson correlation analysis was used to correlate metabolites between FFPE and OCT-embedded samples. Pairwise comparisons of physical/chemical properties of metabolites were performed according to the Mann-Whitney test. Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) correction was used to adjust all P-values and reduce false-positive discovery for multiple testing ([@b33-ijo-55-06-1249]). The q conversion algorithm was used to calculate FDRs in multiple comparisons ([@b33-ijo-55-06-1249]). The threshold for significance was FDR\<0.05 for all tests.

To distinguish between normal and tumor groups in the OCT-embedded and FFPE samples, a partial least-squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) was performed. All compounds in heatmaps were ordered via hierarchical clustering (Ward linkage) implemented in the R package ggplot2 ([@b32-ijo-55-06-1249]). Then, the 40 common metabolites with the most significant P-values as determined by Student\'s t-test were selected.

Volcano diagram analysis was performed in MetabolAnalyst 4.0 platform (<http://www.metaboanalyst.ca>), to identify metabolites presenting significant differences between the tumor and normal groups. P-values were calculated by Student\'s t-test, and the fold change (FC) of tumor/normal was calculated. The differential metabolites were identified by a P\<0.05 and an FC\>1.5.

Pathway analysis was also performed using the MetaboAnalyst 4.0 platform. First, HMBD IDs of the differential compounds between OCT-embedded and FFPE samples were inputted into the platform. The differential compounds were identified by Student\'s t-test; FC and HMDB IDs are available in the HMDB. The pathway library used for pathway analysis was \'Homo sapiens (human)\'. Representation analysis was conducted using the hypergeometric test, and pathway topology analysis was conducted using the relative-betweenness centrality. If compounds involved within the pathway belonged to OCT-embedded and FFPE samples, the pathway would be defined as a shared pathway. In order to analyze a correlation network of the compounds in shared pathways, MetScape ([@b34-ijo-55-06-1249]), an app implemented in Java and integrated with Cytoscape (version 3.2.1), was used ([@b35-ijo-55-06-1249]). KEGG IDs, P-values and log2 FCs of selected compounds were inputted into the app, and Compound-Gene was selected to build a network. Once the core program was completed, the compound-gene network was created, and the node color was set based on the log2 FC of each metabolite.

Results
=======

Human pancreatic tissue samples
-------------------------------

OCT-embedded and FFPE tissue slices from 13 patients with pancreatic cancer were collected. Both tumor and normal OCT-embedded and FFPE tissue samples were collected from each patient during surgical resection. Patient details are summarized in [Table I](#tI-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="table"}. FFPE samples were stained with H&E to identify the tumor and normal tissue areas in each block. [Fig. S1](#SD1-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="supplementary-material"} presents the distinction between tumor tissue and normal tissue, indicating that the tissue architecture was preserved and could be used for further analysis. As shown in the figure, tumor cells were severely atypia and the glands were irregular, which infiltrated in the desmoplastic stroma. However, the tissue in normal blocks presented without atypia.

Reproducibility and consistency assessment
------------------------------------------

After UPLC-MS/MS profiling, a total of 570 and 210 metabolites were identified in OCT-embedded and FFPE samples, respectively. However, a high rate of missing values caused difficulties for downstream analysis. To combat this issue, a rule to clear data for further analysis was generated, which excluded any metabolites absent from ≥77% of the raw data obtained from UPLC-MS/MS experiments. The remaining missing values were input as half of the minimum positive value in the original data. Then, a data filtering and normalization process was conducted. The specific protocol was presented in [Fig. 1](#f1-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}. Finally, a total of 206 metabolites passed the filtering criteria and were preserved in both FFPE and OCT-embedded samples; an additional 330 metabolites were detected only in frozen OCT-embedded samples, and 4 were found only in FFPE samples ([Fig. 2A](#f2-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}). The relative signal intensities of all shared metabolites found in OCT-embedded and FFPE samples are presented in [Fig. 2B](#f2-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}.

To assess data reproducibility in FFPE or OCT-embedded replicates, Pearson correlation analysis was conducted for the 206 shared metabolites in the 13 patients. As shown in [Fig. 2C](#f2-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}, the correction coefficients calculated in FFPE samples (normal vs. tumor) ranged between 0.844 and 0.864 (median value, 0.856), indicating little variability among samples and verifying the feasibility of the method. Similar to the results obtained with FFPE sample replicates, OCT-embedded sample replicates indicated high degree of reproducibility ranging between 0.884 and 0.900 (median value, 0.892; [Fig. 2C](#f2-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}).

The median of correlation coefficients between FFPE and OCT-embedded samples were 0.561 (ranging between 0.532 and 0.589) and 0.549 (ranging between 0.519 to 0.577) in normal and tumor groups, respectively ([Fig. 2D](#f2-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}).

The consistency in the seven metabolite super-classes between OCT-embedded and FFPE samples were presented in [Fig. S2](#SD1-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The correlation coefficients were calculated for each metabolite super class, including nucleotide, cofactors and vitamins, xenobiotics, amino acid, lipid, carbohydrate and energy. The median value of the correction coefficients was \>0.500, except for carbohydrate (r=0.380 in normal tissues and r=0.487 in tumor tissues) and cofactors and vitamins (r=0.258 in normal tissues and r=0.095 in tumor tissues).

Metabolites preserved in FFPE tissue samples
--------------------------------------------

To examine the similarity of metabolomic data between FFPE and OCT-embedded tissues, the study focused on the 206 shared metabolites found in both types of samples, and the 330 only preserved in OCT-embedded samples. As shown in [Fig. 2E](#f2-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}, it was confirmed that only several classes of metabolites could be recovered in FFPE samples. The present study then compared the rate of detection in FFPE samples with the corresponding OCT-embedded samples according to the class of the metabolite. Using a Fisher exact test, the differences in detected or undetected FFPE samples were evaluated. The P-values and FDR are listed in [Table SI](#SD1-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The metabolites belonging to nucleotide, cofactors and vitamins, xenobiotics, amino acid, lipid and carbohydrate super-classes presented no significant difference between FFPE and OCT-embedded samples (P\>0.05), illustrating that the extent to which these metabolites were preserved in FFPE samples was similar to their OCT-embedded counterparts. Of note, 103 of 245 lipids were preserved in FFPE groups (42%; P=0.13; FDR=0.26). It was also found that metabolites in the lipid class had good detectability, such as sterol (33%; P\>0.999; FDR=1.00) and lysolipid (41%; P=0.85; FDR=1.00). Conversely, no peptides were preserved in FFPE samples (0%; P=5.46×10^−7^; FDR=4.37×10^−6^). In addition, metabolites in each sub-class were compared between OCT-embedded and FFPE groups, and certain similarities between the two groups were identified, including metabolites belonging to purine, adenine, pyrimidine, orotate, urea, arginine and proline metabolism subclasses (all FDR\>0.05). Meanwhile, the differences between the chemical/physical properties were evaluated using the non-parametric Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test ([Table SI](#SD1-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Metabolites retained in FFPE were characterized by a lower molecular weight (P=2.20×10^−16^; FDR=2.64×10^−15^), polarizability (P=8.32×10^−9^; FDR=4.99×10^−8^) and refractivity (P=4.41×10^−8^; FDR=1.76×10^−7^), as well as higher solubility (P=2.04×10^−2^; FDR=3.06×10^−2^) and pKa (P=2.63×10^−4^; FDR=5.26×10^−4^). To perform a comparative analysis between FFPE and OCT-embedded tissues, the study focused on the 206 shared metabolites found in both types of samples. Hierarchical clustering was used to distinguish metabolites significantly different between OCT-embedded and FFPE materials ([Fig. 2F](#f2-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}).

Exploration of differential metabolites between pancreatic cancer and normal tissues
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Distinguishing tumor groups from normal groups in tissue samples is vital for further diagnosis. Using normalized data, PLS-DA was attempted. In anticipation of this, the tumor cohorts were separated from the normal cohorts in the two-dimensional score plots ([Fig. 3A](#f3-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}).

Analysis was performed to elucidate which metabolites were present in tumor but not normal tissue, and vice versa. Therefore, a Student\'s t-test was performed, and the FC between tumor and normal groups was calculated for the 206 shared metabolites. The metabolites with significant differences were defined as having an FC\>1.5 and P\<0.05, respectively. In the volcano diagram shown in [Fig. 3B](#f3-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}, the red dots represent metabolites with significant differences. Overall, 69 of the 206 total metabolites were significantly different between normal and tumor tissue in OCT-embedded samples; only 23 of 206 metabolites were significantly different in FFPE samples ([Fig. 3C](#f3-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}; [Table SII](#SD1-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Among the different tissue types, 39 were increased in tumor tissue, and 45 were downregulated. Most of these compounds in tumor tissues could be categorized as lipid, amino acids and nucleotides both in OCT-embedded and FFPE samples ([Fig. 3D](#f3-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}). Using the top 40 common metabolites, normal and tumor tissues were delineated both in OCT-embedded samples and FFPE material ([Fig. 3E](#f3-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}). A total of 10 metabolites, including N-acetylaspartate, β-hydroxyisovalerate, creatinine and guanosine, were significantly differentially expressed in both OCT-embedded and FFPE tumor samples ([Fig. 3C](#f3-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}; [Table SIII](#SD1-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These candidates included amino acids, lipid, nucleotides, carbohydrate cofactors and vitamins, which showed no significant difference between FFPE and OCT-embedded samples (P\>0.05; [Tables SI and SIII](#SD1-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Discovery of shared metabolism pathways in both OCT-embedded and FFPE samples
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the metabolism of metabolites significant differentially expressed between tumor and healthy tissues, pathway analysis was performed. All differential metabolites in OCT-embedded or FFPE samples were selected for analysis. Finally, seven metabolic pathways were identified as meaningful (FDR\<0.05; [Fig. 4](#f4-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}; [Table SIV](#SD1-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), most of which were involved in amino acid metabolism and production. To find the shared metabolic pathways from these seven metabolic pathways, a filter rule was defined: The compounds in the metabolic pathways should belong to either OCT-embedded groups or FFPE groups. However, only three metabolic pathways, namely purine metabolism (FDR=3.73×10^−3^), arginine and proline metabolism (FDR=1.07×10^−2^) and pyrimidine metabolism (FDR=3.67×10^−2^) were shared between both OCT-embedded and FFPE samples. The compounds involved with the three common pathways were listed in [Table SV](#SD1-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and can be classified under the amino acid, nucleotide and carbohydrate super-classes. These correspond with the previous analysis, indicating that the three categories were not significantly differently enriched between FFPE and OCT-embedded samples (P\>0.05). The same results also appeared in their respective sub-classes.

To explore the latent relationship of the compounds with significant differences involved in the three shared pathways, topologic correlation networks between compounds and gene were constructed using Cytoscape software. The node color was set based on the log2 of fold changes comparison between tumor and normal tissues. From the topologic networks, it was observed that glycine, xanthine and adenine, involved in murine metabolism, were upregulated, and glutamine and adenosine were downregulated in tumor tissues ([Fig. 5A](#f5-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}). Proline and *trans*-4-hydroxyproline were increased in arginine and proline metabolism, whereas glutamine, urea and citrul-line were significantly decreased in tumor tissues ([Fig. 5B](#f5-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}). In pyrimidine metabolism, orotate, β-alanine, and cytosine were upregulated; however, certain compounds, such as glutamine, urea and cytidine were downregulated in tumor tissues ([Fig. 5C](#f5-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}). From the networks, it was also found that an upregulated compound, pyruvate, was involved in the glycolysis and gluconeogenesis metabolism pathway, which was an important downstream target of the arginine and proline metabolism in tumor tissues ([Fig. 5D](#f5-ijo-55-06-1249){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion
==========

The past several years has witnessed the development of metab-olomics; however, the majority of metabolomics research has been conducted using frozen or fresh tissues. Several studies using FFPE materials and UPLC-MS/MS-based metabolomics profiling have been reported in the study of prostate cancer ([@b36-ijo-55-06-1249]), sarcomas ([@b21-ijo-55-06-1249]) and thyroid cancer ([@b37-ijo-55-06-1249]). These works demonstrated the technical feasibility of using patient FFPE blocks for metabolomic studies. Meanwhile, FFPE materials can be utilized for retrospective studies into biomarker discovery and drug screening ([@b16-ijo-55-06-1249]). For example, studies have identified P53, CD45, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 and β-actin as biomarkers using tonsil and breast tissue sections from FFPE samples in retrospective studies ([@b13-ijo-55-06-1249]). However, few metabolomic studies have studied pancreatic cancer using FFPE tissue blocks ([@b38-ijo-55-06-1249]-[@b40-ijo-55-06-1249]). These studies primarily aimed to perform metabolic profiling using fresh material, such as cells and urine, but were limited in comparing the metabolic profiles of FFPE tissue blocks and OCT-embedded blocks. In the present study, metabolites extracted from FFPE tissue blocks were comprehensively analyzed compared with those in corresponding OCT-embedded blocks from patients with PDAC. The similarities and differences in class categorization and physical/chemical properties of those detectable metabolites from the differentially prepared tissues were characterized. Then, shared and unique metabolic biomarkers and pathways in the two types of tissue blocks were explored, potentially aiding the identification of pathways critical for the metabolism of pancreatic cancer cells.

First, UPLC-MS/MS-based metabolomic profiling was selected for the metabolic analysis. Several studies have confirmed that MS/MS-based platforms, which use hydrophilic interaction LC with positive/negative ion switching, can be compatible with polar metabolites from any biological source, such as FFPE tumor tissue ([@b41-ijo-55-06-1249],[@b42-ijo-55-06-1249]). Additionally, a high correlation (r\>0.80) was found for the 13 replicates of the FFPE and OCT-embedded samples, demonstrating the feasibility of the method. Furthermore, the tight correlation between OCT-embedded and FFPE samples, both overall and for the majority of super-classes, suggested that there was minimal technical variability across runs. These results indicated that measurements of metabolite content in FFPE tissues may be applicable for further metabolite analysis.

To compare metabolic data from OCT-embedded and FFPE tissue samples, a comprehensive characterization of the categorization of metabolites in FFPE and OCT-embedded samples was performed. A previous study used the composition ratio to compare the categorization of metabolites in FFPE and OCT-embedded samples ([@b43-ijo-55-06-1249]). Overall, 38.4% of compounds were preserved in human tumor FFPE specimens compared with their paired frozen counterparts; however, the properties of retained metabolites varied notably across class categories. Certain super-classes of metabolites, including xenobiotics, energy, carbohydrates, cofactors, vitamins and amino acids, were reported have to no significant difference between FFPE and OCT-embedded samples in prostate cancer ([@b27-ijo-55-06-1249]). In the present study, it was revealed that the majority of super-classes (nucleotides, cofactors and vitamins, xenobiotics, amino acids, lipid and carbohydrate, and energy) of metabolites detected in OCT-embedded samples could also be identified in FFPE tissue blocks; however, peptides were not. Additionally, certain similarities in the physical/chemical properties of detectable metabolites were identified, including logP, pKa (strongest base), physiological charge and formal charge. Our findings were similar to a previous report on prostate tissues ([@b27-ijo-55-06-1249]), but it also presented with difference in some aspects, including the sub-classes, which metabolites preserved in. It may be ascribed to a particular cancer tissue type and were susceptible to FFPE processing.

Pancreatic cancer is one of the most lethal cancers in the world, with low survival and poor prognosis ([@b5-ijo-55-06-1249]). Several metabolomic studies have led to an enhanced understanding of disease mechanisms, and the discovery of novel diagnostic biomarkers ([@b44-ijo-55-06-1249],[@b45-ijo-55-06-1249]). In the present study, it was found that 69 metabolites showed significant differences in OCT-embedded groups, and 23 metabolites were significantly different in FFPE groups. Concerning their categories, most metabolites could be classified as lipids, amino acids and nucleotides, which were altered in tumor tissue. Similarly, it was identified that metabolites belonged to peptide, nucleotide, amino acid and lipid-related super-classes were dysregulated in human cancer in previous study ([@b46-ijo-55-06-1249]). In this study, we found that the majority of metabolites associated with amino acids and lipids were perturbed in tumor tissues both in OCT-embedded and FFPE samples. This finding was consistent with previous studies showing that amino acid and lipid metabolism were involved in several tumorigenic processes ([@b47-ijo-55-06-1249]-[@b50-ijo-55-06-1249]). For example, tryptophan metabolism is recognized as a microenvironmental factor for suppressing antitumor responses ([@b7-ijo-55-06-1249]), and tryptophan was found to be dysregulated in PDAC ([@b51-ijo-55-06-1249]). Of the metabolites identified in the present study, 10 were identified as significantly differentially expressed in tumor tissue in both the OCT-embedded and FFPE groups. Consistent with previous studies ([@b21-ijo-55-06-1249],[@b27-ijo-55-06-1249]), the classification of compounds which were preserved in FFPE specimens were amino acids, carbohydrates, lipids, nucleotides, cofactors and vitamins. Recently, research regarding the metabolic profiling of pancreatic cancer using various types of biological materials has been reported ([@b8-ijo-55-06-1249]). These reports suggested several potential biomarkers of pancreatic cancer, such as alanine, creatine, 3-hydroxybutyrate, 3-hydroxyisovalerate, glucose, asparagine and proline ([@b17-ijo-55-06-1249],[@b18-ijo-55-06-1249]). Most of them were involved in amino acid metabolic pathways, such as alanine and aspartate metabolism, arginine and proline metabolism, and tryptophan metabolism ([@b46-ijo-55-06-1249],[@b51-ijo-55-06-1249]). Of note, 10 metabolites were found to be altered in tumor tissues in the present study. Among them, N-acetylaspartate and creatinine have been reported to be critical for cancer metabolism. N-acetylaspartate was associated with autophagy and histone acetylation in non-small cell lung cancer and impacted cell survival ([@b52-ijo-55-06-1249],[@b53-ijo-55-06-1249]). Creatine, a diagnostic indicator of prostate cancer, was shown to be a marker of high mortality in numerous cancers, such as prostate, gastrointestinal and prostate cancer ([@b54-ijo-55-06-1249]-[@b56-ijo-55-06-1249]). Thus, creatine may be a candidate biomarker of malignant pancreatic cancer.

Through KEGG pathway enrichment analysis, it was found that three metabolic pathways (purine metabolism, arginine/proline metabolism and pyrimidine metabolism) were markedly altered in both OCT-embedded and FFPE samples. The proline pathway was linked with hypoxia in pancreatic cancer and triggered a hypoxic stress response ([@b57-ijo-55-06-1249]). The metabolism of proline as a stress substrate modulates the carcinogenic pathway, and is responsible for destroying intracellular reactive oxygen species, mediated via p53-induced proline oxidase ([@b57-ijo-55-06-1249]-[@b59-ijo-55-06-1249]). A previous study reported that increased levels of proline and *trans*-4-hydroxyproline in tumor tissues, in part, are due to an alteration of intracellular redox status and ultimately affect the biosynthesis of nucleic acid and fatty acids ([@b57-ijo-55-06-1249]). The pathway analysis also revealed the significance of the purine metabolic pathway, which plays an important role in providing cellular energy, and indicates cancer cell survival and proliferation ([@b60-ijo-55-06-1249],[@b61-ijo-55-06-1249]). In addition, pyrimidine metabolism, which is a key metabolic bottleneck important for DNA replication in tumor cells, and a valuable diagnostic and therapeutic target, was disrupted in tumor tissues ([@b62-ijo-55-06-1249],[@b63-ijo-55-06-1249]). Furthermore, the compounds involved in the three shared pathways could be classified into the amino acid, nucleotide and carbohydrate super-classes. These metabolites were demonstrated to be preserved similarly in FFPE and OCT-embedded samples. From the latent network of the compounds built by Cytoscape software, the glycolysis and gluconeogenesis metabolic pathways were latent and downstream of the arginine and proline metabolism pathway. This finding was consistent with a previous study that pancreatic cancer was associated with the \'Warburg effect\' ([@b14-ijo-55-06-1249]), which is commonly referred to as \'aerobic glycolysis\'. Collectively, these results are consistent with the existing cancer literature and illustrate that potential metabolic pathways in cancer biology can be analyzed in FFPE tissue blocks using UPLC-MS/MS.

However, there were certain limitations to the present study. The number of patients was small compared with other metabolomic studies of pancreatic cancer tissues. However, the major purpose of this study was to investigate the feasibility of employing FFPE tissue samples for the metabolomic studies of human pancreatic cancer tissue, and to identify differences between FFPE and OCT-embedded specimens. Based on the present findings, future studies may further explore the metabolic profiling of patients with pancreatic cancer. Furthermore, using categories of the compounds to calculate the composition ratio analysis for metabolites may not be sufficient to represent the specific properties of metabolites. Thus, the physical/chemical properties of the detectable compounds, and the different metabolites and potential metabolic pathways altered in pancreatic tumors also require further analysis in both FFPE and OCT-embedded specimens.

In conclusion, this study focused on the application of UPLC-MS/MS-based metabolic profiling of FFPE and OCT-embedded pancreatic tissues in the discovery and comparison of candidate biomarkers and potential metabolic pathways altered in pancreatic tumors to distinguish tumor and normal tissues. A total of 10 metabolites, including N-acetylaspartate, β-hydroxyisovalerate, creatinine and guanosine, may be potential candidate biomarkers of malignant pancreatic tissue samples. It was also found that three metabolic pathways, namely purine metabolism, arginine/proline metabolism and pyrimidine metabolism, were significantly altered in both OCT-embedded and FFPE samples. The present findings suggested that FFPE specimens may provide similarly reliable metabolic data as OCT-embedded specimens for PDAC, and may be utilized in further diagnostic and retrospective studies into metabolic biomarkers and pathways.
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![Schematic overview of the protocol used to analyze metabolite data in OCT-embedded and FFPE samples. FFPE, formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded; KEGG, Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes; OCT, optimal cutting temperature; UPLC-MS/MS, ultra-performance liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry.](IJO-55-06-1249-g00){#f1-ijo-55-06-1249}

![Metabolite detection in FFPE and OCT-embedded samples, and reproducibility and consistency assessment. (A) Venn diagram showing the intersection between OCT-embedded and FFPE metabolomic data in the experimental settings. (B) Box-and-whisker plot representing the relative signal intensity of all metabolites found in OCT-embedded and FFPE tissues. Box plot whiskers extend from the 5 to 95th percentile. (C) Reproducibility plots of detected metabolites in FFPE tissue (left) and OCT-embedded tissue (normal vs. tumor; right), respectively. Pearson correlation analysis was performed to assess correlation coefficients between the intensity of each detected metabolite among the FFPE tissues replicates and OCT-embedded tissues replicates. (D) Correlation plots of detected metabolites between FFPE and OCT-embedded tissues in eight super-classes. Pearson correlation analysis was performed to assess correlation coefficients between the intensity of each detected metabolite between FFPE and OCT-embedded samples. The red plots and green plots represent normal and tumor groups, respectively. (E) Bar plot of the number of metabolites found in OCT-embedded and FFPE samples. The metabolites are categorized according to super-class membership. Bar height refers to amount of metabolites in each super-class preserved in FFPE or OCT-embedded samples. The percentage represents the proportion of the metabolites preserved in the FFPE samples of each class. (F) Heatmap of the 206 metabolites from OCT-embedded and FFPE samples. Hierarchical clustering (Ward method) was used for unsupervised classification. The phenotypic labels of the sample are indicated as a colored band on top of the heatmap. FFPE, formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded; OCT, optimal cutting temperature.](IJO-55-06-1249-g01){#f2-ijo-55-06-1249}

![Differentiation between normal and tumor tissue, and exploration of metabolites with significant differences. (A) Two-dimension score plots of tumor and normal samples between the first and second major principal components. The distinct clustering of tumor and normal samples was observed in both the OCT-embedded tissue group (left) and the FFPE tissue group (right). (B) Volcano diagram presenting the differences in metabolites between tumor and normal samples selected with an FC threshold \>1.5 and a Student\'s t-test threshold P\<0.05 in OCT-embedded (left) and FFPE (right) tissues. The red dots indicate the metabolites with significant differences. The grey dots indicate the metabolites without significant differences. P-values were transformed by -log10 such that more significant features were plotted higher on the graph. (C) Venn diagram showing the intersection between OCT-embedded and FFPE tissue metabolites with significant differences. (D) Bar plot of the significant differentially abundant metabolites in OCT-embedded and FFPE tumor tissue samples. The metabolites are categorized according to super-class. The percentage above each bar represents the proportion of detectable metabolites for each sample preparation in each super-class. (E) Heatmap of top 40 common metabolites from OCT-embedded (left) and FFPE (right) samples. Hierarchical clustering (Ward method) was used for unsupervised classification. The phenotypic labels of the sample are indicated as a colored band on top of the heatmap. FC, fold change; FFPE, formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded; OCT, optimal cutting temperature.](IJO-55-06-1249-g02){#f3-ijo-55-06-1249}

![Significant pathways identified in both formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded and optimal cutting temperature-embedded tumor samples. The metabo-lome view shows all matched pathways according to the P-values from the pathway enrichment analysis and pathway impact values from the pathway topology analysis. Significant pathways are named in the figure.](IJO-55-06-1249-g03){#f4-ijo-55-06-1249}

![Discovery of metabolic pathway identified in both optimal cutting temperature-embedded and formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded samples. Topology networks of (A) purine metabolism pathway, (B) proline metabolism pathway, (C) pyrimidine metabolism pathway and (D) glycolysis and gluconeogenesis pathway illustrated by Cytoscape software. Circles represent genes and hexagons represent metabolites. Gradient from red to purple indicates the up- or downregulation of the metabolites.](IJO-55-06-1249-g04){#f5-ijo-55-06-1249}

###### 

Clinical features of pancreatic adenocarcinoma cases.

  Characteristic   Finding
  ---------------- ---------------------------
  Age (years)      60.0±7.3
  Gender           
   Male            7 ([@b54-ijo-55-06-1249])
   Female          6 ([@b46-ijo-55-06-1249])
  Cancer stage     
   I               4 ([@b32-ijo-55-06-1249])
   II              5 ([@b38-ijo-55-06-1249])
   III             2 ([@b15-ijo-55-06-1249])
   IV              2 ([@b15-ijo-55-06-1249])

Data are presented as mean ± SD or n (%).
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